Conformatic™ XL Creping Holder

The Conformatic XL creping holder’s robust design allows for use on today’s high speed tissue machines under high doctor loading pressures in the Yankee creping positions. The design has extended the load capability of the holder to 80 pli (14 kN/m). By automatically maintaining uniform pressure to the running blade, the Conformatic XL creping holder delivers uniform sheet quality, reduced Yankee cylinder wear, and extended blade life.

Overview

Features
- Pressure equalizing Conformatic XL tube
- Robust design for high speed and high load applications
- Profiling screw adjustment for Yankee crown fit
- Open step-up cartridge and segmented section design
- Unique patented edge relief finger system
- Stainless steel construction

Benefits
- Even blade wear
- Reduced operating pressures
- Uniform CD sheet properties
- Enhanced holder hygiene with reduced dust accumulation
- Enhanced blade life due to greater edge control

Applications
- Cut-off, creping, and cleaning doctor positions
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